
IWAI AGM MINUTES 2018 

The 2018 AGM of IWAI was held in the Leitrim Marina Hotel, Co. Leitrim on Saturday 28th April at 

11am. 103 members and guests attended (See Appendix A for full list). Many apologies were also 

recorded from members unable to attend. 

The meeting was opened by President John Dolan who thanked Allianz for co-hosting the AGM. He 

then welcomed our guests, all delegates, introduced the other members of the executive who were 

present and then proposed a minute’s silence for all deceased members and their families and 

friends.  

The minutes of the AGM 2017 were proposed by Carmel Meegan, seconded by Mick Kinahan and 

were adopted. There were no matters arising.  

There was four items for AOB; 

1. Funding for Projects – Jean Kennedy, Chair, IWAI Carrick on Shannon 

2. Early closing of locks on Shannon-Erne waterways – Jim O’Connell, IWAI Boyle River 

3. Update on Grand Canal Dock and restoration of graving docks – Reg McCabe, IWAI Dublin 

4. Ulster Canal update and lobbying – Pat Traynor, IWAI Ulster Canal 

President’s Address (See Appendix B for full address) 

John Dolan then addressed the meeting, summarising the significant developments within the 
association during the past 12 months. It has been a busy year for IWAI on all fronts with great work 
done throughout the organisation in all parts of the country. This work by members and officers, 
special interest groups and executive is critical to our association’s objectives, and John 
acknowledged this and thanked all for their contributions. He also thanked Allianz for their support 
with hosting this AGM and for their support to our association.  
 
This past year council meetings were hosted by two Project Branches and John thanked the 
wonderful hosts in IWAI RBLNA and IWAI Boyne Navigation.  
John then told the meeting that regrettably Brian Cassells has decided not to put his name forward 
for nomination as a Director for this AGM. He was the longest serving director on executive and has 
been a first class officer and ambassador for the IWAI, always committed and helpful. John added his 
personal thanks to those of the association’s unreserved thanks and gratitude to Brian. 
 
John’s address covered; 

 IWAI finances 

 IWAI membership 

 Insurance 

 IWAI projects 

 New IWAI Royal Canal 

 Dunrovin 

 Code of Practice for Safe Operation of Recreational Craft 

 Articles of Association 

 Heritage Bill 2016 

 Digital Archive Project 



 Dry Docks 

 Endeavour Cup 

 Video Competition 

 Website, facebook and twitter 

 IWN 

 Child Protection 

 GDPR 

 World Canal Conference 

Presentation of Accounts and Honorary Treasurer’s Report 

The financial statements for 2017 were prepared by our auditor’s Sinnott and Hughes and were 

presented by John Martin. He said it had been a good year for IWAI with a surplus of €29746. There 

had been an increase in membership subscriptions.  

John explained to the meeting that if a branch buys an item, it is written off after 5yrs, therefore a 

lot of assets and equipment had been written off this year which had led to an increase in the 

amount of depreciation. This resulted in reducing the surplus.  

Branch consolidated accounts; 

 Income - €65,269 

 Expenditure - €51,280 

 Surplus - €13,990 

Total assets held by branches is €253,929 

John thanked the branch treasurers for contributing to the consolidated accounts, stating that a lot 

of work had gone into them and he was grateful for the co-operation from most branches. He 

requested a renewed focus from treasurers on getting the accounts in on time. 

There was one question from the floor in relation to the cost of merchandise at €11031 and John 

responded that total sales amounted to €689 

There being no further questions in relation to the end of year accounts, they were proposed by 

Donal Moloney and seconded by Mick Kinahan and were adopted 

Appointment of the Auditors 

The retention of Sinnott and Hughes as auditors was then proposed by Michael Geraghty, seconded 

by Peter Acheson and was carried. 

Election of Directors 

Nominations had been invited for both Executive and Council positions. There was a shortfall of one 

on both Executive and Council Representatives. 

 All nominations to the Executive had been circulated to members in advance of the meeting. In the 

absence of no more than one nomination for each position, John Dolan proposed that the 



nominations be accepted as circulated. John then read through each nomination and named the 

proposer and seconder for each. All were agreed. A similar approach was taken to election of the 

Council members with unanimous agreement from the floor.  

The nominations were as follows; 

President John Dolan - Proposed by Ronnie Colton, seconded by Tim Meehan  

Vice President Alan Kelly - Proposed by Jim Connolly and Niall O’Dowda, seconded by Irene O’Neill  

Honorary Secretary Kay Baxter - Proposed by Kevin Regan, seconded by Eileen Taylor 

Membership Secretary Michael Geraghty - Proposed by Natalie McGowan, seconded by Les 

Saunders 

Treasurer John Martin - Proposed by Donal Molony, seconded by Paul Walsh 

Directors 

Kevin Clabby - Proposed by Ian Craig, seconded by Birgitte Benson  

Tony Byron - Proposed by Brian Fitzgerald, seconded by Colin Corcoran 

Colin Corcoran – Proposed by Jean Kennedy, seconded by Denise Byrne 

Peter Maxwell – Proposed by Brian Cunningham, seconded by Jackson Tinto 

Council Representatives 

Les Saunders - Proposed by Natalie McGowan, seconded by Michael Geraghty 

Thomas Meegan - Proposed by Blaithin Fitzgerald, seconded by Brian Fitzgerald 

Mick Kinahan - Proposed by Kevin Dunne, seconded by Denis Baker 

Brian Corcoran – Proposed by Ian Craig, seconded by Birgitte Benson 

Mark Finlay – Proposed by Ian Craig, seconded by Birgitte Benson 

All Directors and Council Representatives were deemed duly elected.  

Launch of IWAI Digital Archives 

Marc Gleeson introduced the meeting to the IWAI digital archives project, which he has kindly 

agreed to manage on behalf of the Association. He explained to the meeting the purposes of the 

project were to tell the IWAI story, store materials online, make sure historical material is not lost 

and be able to access the material more easily.  

Materials suitable for scanning include photographs, documents, articles, maps, film and videos, old 

copies of IWN. Initially the material will be stored on an external hard drive, with long term storage 

planned in Dunrovin along with physical materials. Scanning of the material will be done at events 

and on rallies etc with cataloguing being done afterwards. Marc is looking for volunteers to operate 



the scanner at events.  Material to be scanned would include important photos only, not every 

photo from a rally or event will be scanned.  

There may be a search function on the archive – that has yet to be decided. 

John Dolan then presented Marc with the first material to be archived which was a copy of Brian 

Cassell’s history of IWAI. John then thanked Marc for all his work.  

Anybody with any material they wish to archive should contact Marc on archives@iwai.ie  

World Canal Conference 

Colin Becker then addressed the meeting about the World Canal conference which IWAI are co-

hosting with Waterways Ireland in Athlone from 10th to 12th September 2018. There are also tours 

being organised before and after the conference for delegates. 

The theme of this conference is Restore – Regenerate – Reimagine. 

We are looking for volunteers to help with the event, for people to bring their boats to Athlone, for 

people to man our stand in the conference hall and to meet and greet the tours. 

Colin then showed the meeting the promotional video for the conference.  

IWAI Video Competition 

John Dolan announced the winner of the IWAI Video competition. The winning entry was a 

slideshow compendium of photographs from IWAI events by Matthew Daniels and his family, IWAI 

Lough Derg. The soundtrack to the slideshow was a song written and performed by Matthew Daniels 

himself.  

Endeavour Cup 

There were a total of 7 nominations for the Endeavour Cup.  The nominations, and a short citation 

for each, were as follows; 

a) Lough Erne Heritage - Fred Ternan 

For all they have done to restore the interest in traditional Lough Erne Cot racing and the different 

strands of the heritage of Lough Erne 

Lough Erne Heritage encourages research about Lough Erne, its traditional boats and the people 

who built and used them. Lough Erne Heritage was formed in 2015 and is managed by trustees who 

are all unpaid volunteers with a direct connection with Lough Erne. In 2016 together with Cavan 

Town Men’s Shed they built two Lough Erne Cots for racing.  Lough Erne Heritage reintroduced 

Lough Erne Cot racing on Lough Erne, last seen in the 1800’s.   Members have located several 

heritage boats and restored two.  

2. We would like to nominate Colin Becker as someone who has done so much for IWAI over more 

than 40yrs on the waterways. 

Nothing is too much for him and it is always done with a smile. So we think he well deserves to be a 

winner of this wonderful Endeavour cup 
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3. Members of Newry / Portadown, Lagan and Erne branch nominated Peter Maxwell for the IWAI 

Endeavour Cup.  

Peter has been at the forefront of the branch for more than ten years, adding new members,  

organising of fortnightly work parties and various mid-week activities, building up positive 

relationships with the many government bodies , persuading the Rivers Agency to dredge more of 

the bed of the canal than they are obliged to do, convincing Armagh Council to allow the branch to 

use the Sluicekeeper's cottage at much reduced costs and surveying for CSIG.  His knowledge of the 

workings of canals, mechanical equipment and the interpretation of ancient drawings to create the 

new lock gates on the canal summit is second to none. His passion and commitment to the Newry 

Canal is an example to all. The fact that Peter was nominated by members from 3 separate branches 

says it all.  

4. Derg IWAI nominated the CSIG Group  

The Charts Special Interest Group (CSIG) was formed in 2012 with many different items that had to 

be sorted apart from the actual surveying of the system, to include such things as Insurance, data 

ownership, protection of data and people, web site setup, equipment selection, software selection, 

authorisations, safety, data storage, map production, methodology, selection of apps and platforms  

for end users, verification of data, distribution, registration, automation, end user selection, ease of 

use, statuary requirements, development , funding, etc, and still try to keep it fun. 

Ensuring all end users must be members of the IWAI meant they could safely work away with no fear 

of litigation and, as a spin off, the CSIG has been responsible for many new IWAI members who 

initially join simply to get access to the charts. 

One of the biggest innovations from the group was the building of a specialised app for the 

surveyors to use with their surveying equipment. With over 7 million soundings, and coverage from 

Limerick to Belleek, the canals and Barrow and other specialist areas almost all of the navigable 

inland channels have been charted by teams from different branches across the country. The CSIG 

has also produced special versions of the charts for the RNLI, Coast Guard, and the Gardai, and 

participates in search and rescue missions. In summary, the CSIG is a great cross branch project that 

has yielded something very special, that will be used for many years to come, to increase IWAI 

membership and safety, and open up cruising waters which were deemed not navigable previously.  

5. Belturbet IWAI would like to nominate Matt Brady (Oakport).  Over the past 5 years Matt has 

organised an annual IWAI Belturbet event at Gaeglum on Upper Lough Erne which has resulted in 

raising thousands for needy causes including Cancer Home Care, Alzheimer’s & MS to name but a 

few.  Matt’s efforts, thoughtfulness & sheer willingness to help others make him a very worthy 

winner. 

 

6. Belturbet IWAI would like to nominate the Round Ireland Rib Run.  This event which was 

organised by a combination of Belturbet branch & Lisnaskea Boat Club members saw 4 lads Joe 

Gavin, Damien Mundy, Kevin McCaffrey & Stephen Leddy set off in 4 ribs from Greystones on 

20/06/17 and circumnavigate the entire island of Ireland until they arrived back in Greystones on 

01/07/17.  The lads along with some help from the “roadies” who carried supplies for the trip 



succeeded in raising almost €17000 for their chosen charities “Time for Tilara” & “Chloe Standing 

Tall”.   

7. Carrick Branch would like to nominate Carmel Meegan for the Endeavour Award for her long and 

outstanding contribution to the branch and National Executive. Carmel, during her 17 years on the 

Executive, has worked tirelessly to promote, develop and unite the waterways. During her 

Presidency of the Association Carmel was heavily involved in a number of campaigns and without 

fear or favour faced some difficult challenges. She continues to serve the best interest of the 

Association, local branches and the Shannon Boat Rally. 

 
All nominees were acknowledged as being very worthy recipients of the Endeavour Cup however 

there could only be one, and this year the trophy went to CSIG.  

Presentation to Charles Lawn 

John Dolan then made a presentation to Lt Commander Charles Lawn, former Inspector of the 

Navigation, on the occasion of his retirement. John said he wanted to record the gratitude of the 

members of IWAI for Charles help and support through the years. John gave the meeting a short 

summary of Charlie’s varied and interesting career. He then presented Charlie with a sculpture of 

bog oak from the Celtic Roots Studio in Ballinahown, Co. Westmeath. 

Charlie Lawn then thanked IWAI for the presentation and then spoke of the beauty of our inland 

waterways and how the work of IWAI is important and must continue and also of the importance of 

feedback to Waterways Ireland. 

AOB 

a) Funding for Projects 

Jean Kennedy, Chair of IWAI Carrick on Shannon, raided this issue saying the branch had been 

approached by IWAI Boyne for a loan. IWAI Carrick felt that Executive should lead by example 

and put their hands in their pockets first. 

John Dolan responded explaining that the Boyne work was being grant aided by Failte Ireland 

but that the works had to be done before the grant could be drawn down. Executive had been 

approached 2yrs ago to go guarantor on a bridging loan and we did.  Unfortunately due to a 

planning permission hitch, the works had to be reconfigured and the grant aid was reduced. 

IWAI Boyne then asked Executive and Council to be allowed to go to branches to borrow from 

them, instead of paying interest to an outsider. This idea was unanimously supported by 

Council. 

Executive will and do consider any requests for funding form any IWAI branch who are short of 

money.  

b) Early Closure of Locks 

Jim O’Connell, IWAI Boyle River, raised the issue of Waterways Ireland recent decision to close 

the locks on the Shannon Rene Waterways at 6pm. He was concerned that this early closure 

would become the norm. He suggested Executive could involve the towns on the route of the 

waterways as this would affect their businesses.  

John Dolan responded that IWAI were meeting with Waterways Ireland on 17th May and that 

this item would be high on the agenda of that meeting.  



Peter Maxwell, Newry / Portadown, pointed out that in the UK locks were automatic and were 

operated by the user and that this system should be brought in here.  

c) Graving Docks 

Reg McCabe, Dublin IWAI, addressed the meeting on the issue of Grand Canal Dock and the 

Graving Docks. He stated that these were a significant part of the Georgian Heritage of Dublin 

and one feature is the Graving Docks which have fallen into disuse. IWAI Dublin want the 

support of the organisation nationally, as restoration is not a regional issue and the matter is 

urgent. 

There is a strategic development zone for the Docklands. Block 19 is under the control of 

NAMA who are transferring ownership to Waterways Ireland but their vision for the Graving 

Docks is not consistent with that of IWAI Dublin. IWAI Dublin say that they are needed as dry 

dock facilities, Waterways Ireland is proposing that they be restored purely as a feature not as 

a working dry dock.  

National Heritage Week is at the end of August. IWAI Dublin proposing an action day on one of 

the weekends with a focus on Grand Canal Dock and the Graving Docks. 

 

John Dolan said that this issue is on the national agenda and that Executive would welcome a 

submission from IWAI Dublin as to next steps. 

 

d) IWAI Ulster Canal 

Pat Traynor spoke to the meeting about the re-opening of the Ulster Canal. He stated that 

Brian Cassells is at the forefront to develop this missing link and he wants IWAI to continue 

lobbying for the re-opening. €2 million had been allocated for a 2km phase but if we only 

proceed at 2km every 4yrs it will be a very long process. We need to keep focused and keep 

pushing for this.  

John Dolan replied that Minister Madigan announced increased investment in the inland 

waterways. This project has also been mentioned in the Government’s 2040 plan. It will remain 

high on our agenda. 

 

John then welcomed Colin Corcoran and Peter Maxwell to Executive and also the new Council 

members. He thanked Robbie and the Leitrim Marina hotel staff for their hospitality and there been 

no further business he brought the meeting to a close. 

Kay Baxter 

Honorary Secretary 
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Appendix B – President’s Address 2018 

It has certainly being a busy year for IWAI on all fronts with great work done throughout the 
organisation in all parts of the country. This work by members and officers, special interest groups 
and executive is critical to our association’s objectives, and I would like to acknowledge this and 
thank all for their contributions. 
 
I would again like to thank Allianz for their support with hosting this AGM and for their support to 
our association.  
 
This past year our council meetings were hosted by two of our Project Branches and I would like to 
thank again the wonderful hosts in IWAI RBLNA and IWAI Boyne Navigation. Hopefully in the coming 
year, we can continue the approach of combining meetings with opportunities to see the IWAI 
projects on the ground and we are open to hosting offers.  
 
Regrettably Brian Cassells has decided not to put his name forward for nomination as a Director for 
this AGM. I know that Brian has given this great consideration. He is I believe the longest serving 
director on executive and has been a first class officer and ambassador for the IWAI, always 
committed and helpful. We could write pages and still miss stuff that Brian has achieved and 
contributed too in relation to IWAI and our Inland Waterways and  I know that Brian would sooner 
we don't', given his modesty. I would like to add my personal thanks to those of the association’s 
unreserved thanks and gratitude to Brian. 
 
As you will see from the accounts, the association’s finances continue to improve and we have been 
able to maintain last year’s level of distributed funds to branches. I would like to thank all branch 
treasurers for their work and particularly John Martin for his enormous dedication and time to the 
task of National Treasurer, managing our finances at executive level, preparing the accounts and 
working with our auditors and branches.  
 
Our membership continues to be the core of our association, Membership Secretary, Michael 
Geraghty in association with the branches is very active in this area with regard renewals, and also in 
communicating with lapsed members with great success. The trend of reducing member numbers 
has been halted and we are on a positive trend heading back up to our 2012 numbers. It is also now 
easier to join with the new online payment system.  
 
We continue to focus on the potential membership from the other core areas of our association 
such as waterways conservation and restoration, walking, wildlife, water sports activities and the 
environment. We need to push the message that you don’t need to own a boat to be a member of 
IWAI, we are not just a boat owners association. 
 
I believe that young adult membership is also critical to our association’s future and it would be 
good if branches could promote this special membership rate for 18 to 23 year olds.    A young adult 
IWAI branch is an option that is worth exploring. We continue to also actively promote corporate 
membership. Please branches continue your good efforts in relation to membership. 
 
Insurance is critical to everything we do in IWAI, it defines how we do our business in many areas in 
branch activities and work parties. Tony Byron continues to ensure through review and engagement 
with branches that our policies meet our needs and requirements and are extended to support the 
work of branches where required. One example of this was the extended coverage in 2017 for 
outboard insurance to the Project Branches work boats. 
 



IWAI conservation and restoration work continues around our project branches, well done to all who 
continue to commit their times to these important projects where great work is being accomplished 
by very dedicated teams and it is great to see them picking up awards in recognition of their 
endeavours. 
 
In relation to the Ulster Canal; current expectations are that the first phase of works on the Ulster 
Canal – from Upper Lough Erne to Castlesaunderson will be completed in early summer. 
 
This is also our first AGM with the new IWAI Royal Canal Branch (previously IWAI Foighna-Keenagh) 
and I know that you join me in wishing the Branch well with their new focus under their Chairperson 
Denis Baker. 
 
The Royal is a waterway that struggled hugely in 2017 and was practically closed to navigation for a 
significant part of the year, this was in total contrast to the Grand Canal. The primary frustration of 
our members was on the absence of a proper water supply and insufficient levels, and proper 
communications from WI with their clients. This area is a priority for the branch and they plan to 
raise the profile, and encourage greater use of the Royal Canal by engaging with local organisations 
and other groups to continue the tradition of canal festivals and boat rallies.  
 
2017 was a year of anniversaries with the Royal Canal's 200th Anniversary in May and the 30th 
Anniversary of the reopening of the Naas line in October, a project that had very significant IWAI 
input at the time. 
 
It was an honour to meet the President of Ireland, Michael D. Higgins as he commemorated 
the Royal Canal's 200th Anniversary. The President drove the re-vitalisation of the canal waterways 
as Minister for Arts, Heritage, Gaeltacht and the Islands in the 1990's. President Higgins had a special 
mention of appreciation for the work of IWAI and its members. 
 
It is critical that the revitalisation of the canal network is protected and developed and feeder water 
supplies are secured. Given the investment and the potential to the rural communities that these 
predominately pass through, a medium and long term strategy is needed to ensure their continued 
use and development and that user confidence is not undermined bit by bit. Efforts to promote 
traffic on the canals such as the Green and Silver and promotion of slow tranquillity tourism in a 
consumer friendly manner must be increased. The canals really need support to develop, otherwise 
they will very quickly become unusable for navigation with all the associated issues.  It is an 
appropriate time for all agencies and organisations linked to the canals and the areas through which 
they pass to pool their knowledge and resources to develop this strategy. 
 
The IWAI strategic alliance project with the Royal National Lifeboat Institution at Dunrovin is 
ongoing. Despite best efforts of all, progress to planning application stage has been slow. The good 
news from the Dunrovin subcommittee is that all items required for the planning submission are 
now in hand and the submission date will be advised shortly. 
 
I would like to acknowledge the RNLI who at all times have been very professional in dealings and 
thank the Dunrovin Committee, Chair Martin Donnelly, Past President Carmel Meegan, Jean 
Kennedy, Tony Byron and Kevin Clabby for their continued work. 
 
Engagement with Government agencies and bodies has continued over the year in relation to areas 
including, Code of Practice for the Safe Operation of Recreational Craft and the ESB Amendment Bill 
2017. The IWAI was invited by the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport, to participate in the 
review of the Code of Practice for the Safe Operation of Recreational Craft. The Code provides 

http://afloat.ie/inland/inland-waterways
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guidance on best practice for the safe operation of a variety of craft for coastal as well as inland use. 
I would like to thank Martin Donnelly who coordinated the IWAI response and we are pleased that a 
significant number of IWAI suggestions have been included in the final published document, copies 
of which are available here today. 
 
The revising of the Articles of Association has been on our national agenda for a number of years 
and it had been hoped that new articles would be presented this year to council and in turn to this 
AGM. The dedicated subcommittee formed last year have progressed the revised articles and it is 
planned that they will be presented to council in the autumn and placed on the 2019 AGM agenda. I 
would like to acknowledge the ongoing work of the committee including Kevin Clabby, Siobhan 
Bigley, Brian Corcoran, Tom McGowan and Stephen Maher.  
 
Work is also progressing on the scoping exercise to look at the needs and aspirations of our 
members and the environment within which IWAI operates and it is hoped to develop this over the 
next year in full. 
  
As an association IWAI have many opportunities and challenges facing us in the next few years, 
foremost of these continues to be the area of inland waterways regulation.  
 
The future Shannon Byelaws Review is awaited, IWAI have been assured by Waterways Ireland that 
this will be based on a genuine consultation process. 
 
The Heritage Bill was introduced to Seanad Éireann in January 2016 without any consultation.  The 
Bill contained substantial revisions to the Canals Act 1986 and had the Bill been passed unchallenged 
would pose a threat to the use of the canals as navigable waterways, would single out boat owners 
over other canal users for the levying of fees, would introduce a complex legal contract as a 
requirement to moor beyond five days in one location and would introduce a completely different 
set of rules and regulations that are not in place on any other Irish waterways.  
In short, it would have facilitated bye-laws that would not put user requirements, tourism 
development potential and local communities at the centre of the regulations. 
 
It is heartening that on every stage during its passage through the Oireachtas as a result of the hard 
work of the Canals Action Group, the IWAI common sense viewpoint has been listened to by our 
elected representatives in both Houses of the Oireachtas and in our Local Authorities.  
 
The Group made a convincing presentation to the Oireachtas Joint Committee on Culture Heritage 
and the Gaeltacht in December of last year which was positively received despite the considerable 
focus on the wildlife act sections of the Bill. The Heritage Bill is now at committee stage in Dáil 
Éireann and revised provisions as suggested by the IWAI continue to be supported for incorporated 
into the Bill. 
 
I want to acknowledge the support afforded to the IWAI Canals Action Group this year by James 
Lawless TD for North Kildare and Éamon Ó Cúiv TD for Galway West. 
 
The work on this campaign is ongoing but due to the focus of Alan Kelly, Vice President and Kay 
Baxter Hon Sec. of the Canals Action Group, I am confident that when the Heritage Bill is enacted, it 
will be a stronger and more citizen friendly piece of legislation to underpin revised bye-laws that the 
regulator will seek to introduce. It has been a pleasure working with Alan and Kay on this. 
 
 



In my address on taking up office, I highlighted how the IWAI have promoted and ensured that the 
Inland Waterways have been preserved, managed and remain accessible since IWAI’s foundation, 
and that I believed that we were at a time when we needed to preserve, manage, and promote 
access to the IWAI story and its people by archiving our own history. 
 
I confirmed at last year’s AGM that we had secured support from Allianz to develop an IWAI digital 
archive, this support by Allianz for this project and a number of other areas is greatly appreciated. 
 
We are very fortunate that Marc Gleeson stepped forward to help develop the IWAI Digital Archive 
Project, which I am delighted to say will be launched today and you will hear more of that shortly.  
 
The mobile digital archiving system is available to work with rallies this year, so let Marc know if you 
are interested in hosting it at your rally please. This project has the basis for forming a Digital Archive 
Special Interest Group and further interested volunteers are being sought, so please chat to Marc.  
 
Boat lift out services and dry docks play a critical role in ensuring that boaters can safely and in a 
timely manner survey, inspect and maintain their vessels. Fortunately this service is very adequate 
on the Shannon, Lakes and Erne waterways, however the absence of any private operators on the 
canals means that boaters must solely rely on the Dry Dock infrastructure that is managed by 
Waterways Ireland and it is worrying the amount of dry docks that are not in operation with seemly 
no to appetite to bring them back on line and available for use.  
 
There are 5 dry dock locations on the canals, for some time 3 of these are not operational, there is 
no operational dry dock on the Royal Canal. The WI on-line dry dock booking system does not give 
the option for people to book the closed dry dock. There is no working dry dock in the Dublin area to 
service the residential moorings, and therefore the required survey for insurance for residential 
berths can involve a three week trip to and from Shannon Harbour with all the trails and trills of 
same. Last year a couple had to have their boat (their home) returned to Dublin by Road transport 
due to the delays they experienced on the system, they simply having used up their annual leave had 
to have their home back in Dublin so they could continue their everyday life of living and going to 
work and school. 
 
The latter has a solution at its doorstep with Graving Docks in Dublin’s Grand Canal Basin. It is 
worrying that the Georgian Graving Docks in Dublin’s Grand Canal Basin could move from public 
ownership as part of a land bank sale. It is over 50 years since what was described by 
conservationists and generally accepted as one of the worst acts of vandalism in the history of the 
State when the 16 Georgian houses on Dublin’s longest Georgian facade, from Mount Street to 
Leeson Street were demolished in Dublin. Surely the lessons of the past must be respected? 
Echoing IWAI Dublin concerns, other organisations and public representatives have highlighted the 
potential for regeneration for recreation, a yachting destination with marine repairs and believe that 
“blue space” is imperative for the people living and working in the area. IWAI will continue to engage 
on this critical issue. 
 
I would like to congratulate all nominees for this year’s Endeavor cup award, all worthy nominees 
and winners in their own right. I would like to thank our Hon Secretary Kay Baxter for her work in 
organising all aspects of this award and also for her valuable work with Executive and Council for 
IWAI. 
 
In another new venture for IWAI, we were pleased to announce last year the launch of an annual 
video competition. This is open to all IWAI branches and must be generally based on a branch 



event(s). I would like to thank Colman Byrne who kindly agreed to manage this competition for IWAI, 
we have a winner which will be revealed later in the meeting. 
 
Communication both internally and externally is a key priority for this Executive, through PR, IWN 
and our website.  
 
We have broadened our PR and communications externally in a focused and targeted manner in 
terms of delivery time and the approach is obtaining results, with our press releases being picked up 
nationally and internationally. I would like to thank Alan Kelly for his work on this and also Brian 
Cassells for his continued work on promoting our Association in Northern Ireland on so many fronts. 
We are also now on Facebook ably looked after by Kay and Alan and also using twitter with the help 
of Gavin Tobin.   
 
Our website continues to be our shop window to the world and portal to our members’ services and 
work, I would like to thank Colman Byrne our webmaster for his continued support to the website 
and welcome Siobhan Bigley and Reg McCabe as new web content Coordinators. If you have any 
content you would like to see added please contact them at webcontent@iwai.ie. 
 

They will begin working shortly with the team of voluntary crew members and I would like to thank 
members who have volunteered following our appeal last year, to become a member just email us at 
crew@iwai.ie. 

 
Our excellent publication IWN continues to impress all who venture inside its covers, under Editor 
Colin Becker and it is a superb shop window for IWAI. We have broadened our approach to 
advertising both in IWN and on the Website which with a rising economy has seen a significant 
increase in advertising income over the last year.  
Where you can, please support our sponsors, shop and IWAI advertisers. 
 
Regulation and compliance requirements in a number of areas continues to put significant 
responsibilities on our association, typically this is an area that influences and forms our association 
obviously for the good of our members and the public but with a hefty resource requirement. 
 
Child protection is everyone’s concern and in particular for organisations like ours with family 
memberships and organised activities with children attending and participating.  Executive instigated 
a review of the IWAI Child Protection Policy last year, work has been underway on this for some time 
and the significantly updated policy guidelines will be issued next week for immediate use with a 
review of same planned for the autumn where your comments and feedback will be welcomed. 
These updated guidelines will reflect our responsibilities under the respective legislation in both 
jurisdictions and are complimentary to government guidelines both North and South covered in the 
documents Children First: National Guidelines for the protection and Welfare of Children 2017(IRL) 
and Our Duty to Care (N.I). 
 
The position of Vice President will assume responsibility on the introduction of these guidelines for 
the role of the national child protection designated person. 
 
The considerable amount of work on this area has been undertaken on a completely voluntary basis. 
I would like to thank our volunteers for their valuable work in compiling this document, Karl Byrne 
for his authorship, Margaret Groarke for reviewing and Tony Byron for coordinating the project and 
executive members for their input.   
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IWAI as a registered charity must ensure that we govern ourselves appropriately in these changing 
times for Irish charities, thus this year we have developed the role of IWAI Charity Regulation 
Coordinator in an overview position and Jim O Riordan has kindly volunteered in this position. 
 
The general data protection regulation (GDPR) is a new EU law that will come into effect on 25 May 
2018 to replace the current Data Protection Act. It’s the biggest overhaul of data protection 
legislation for over 25 years, and will introduce new requirements for how organisations process 
personal data. It will affect how we process and collect personal data, communication privacy with 
third parties, individual adult and minor protection rights and our websites.  
 
The Data Protection Act already requires that data is processed fairly and lawfully which IWAI do, we 
will have a clear policy published on our website on the new regulations.  
GDPR is an evolution, not a revolution and work will continue on this, so if anyone has a special 
interest in this area please contact us. 
 
A lot of work has been ongoing for the past few years in relation to the World Canal Conference, we 
are co-hosting this with Waterways Ireland, our conference partners. The significant international 
conference is taking place in Athlone in September and will see visitors from all over the world 
attending not just the three day conference but also the associated tours. 
 
I would like to thank the WI team including Sharon Lavin, Katrina McGirr and Manus Teirnan and the 
IWAI team of Alan Kelly, Colin Becker, Carmel Meegan, Brian Cassells and John Martin for their 
continuing input to this conference. 
 
We will hear more on this later in the meeting and the need for IWAI volunteers to help with specific 
tasks during the event. 
 
It is great to see the results of investment on the waterways with a new lock gate replacement 
programme on the Shannon and other navigations. The vision of Waterways Ireland to enable their 
customers a once in a lifetime opportunity to experience and view some of the lock chambers and 
workmanship from the chamber floor is commendable. It was very special to be able to attend one 
of these and stand in the chamber admiring the magnificent inheritance of engineering and 
craftsmanship with its future being guaranteed with the upgrading works underway by the 
Waterways Ireland installation crew. 
 
The community and voluntary sector clearly makes a big contribution to sustaining what is often 
referred to as ‘civil society’ in Ireland – i.e. those parts of our society that are neither the state nor 
the private sector. IWAI plays our own role in this sector, carrying on the work and vision of our 
predecessors, in areas such as campaigning, promoting tourism and traffic on our rivers, lakes and 
canals, promoting and carrying out conservation and restoration, charity and social supports 
including Carrick Cares Days, education workshops and events. There is a feeling that we are in a 
time when external regulatory and legislative requirements can be viewed as a strain on the 
voluntary sector resources with significant responsibilities and I know that they are impacting on 
IWAI in relation to how we do our business. However these must be viewed a necessary to protect 
our members both young and adult and their safety and privacy and therefore I believe that we 
need to embrace them and use them for the greater good rather than see them as barriers to the 
work we do, the enjoyment we have and our commitment to same. I know though that this will be a 
challenge going forward. 
 
Thank you all for listening, on behalf of all members of executive, I wish you a safe and enjoyable 
year on and around our waterways. 
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